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Background
This Investigation was a follow up to an earlier investigation in April 2016 (see previous report
02.04.2016). Once again there were three groups in attendance including LPS and MVPI and Unity
Paranormal. The tram were simply split into the actual groups to save time.
Barn area
The team started in the old barn area with a séance and both Andy and Katie came up with a man who
was small in stature and had a moustache. Katie noted that his face was grotesque with no eyes.
Next the team decided to use the Olivus Three which as soon as it was switched on came out with the
greeting of “Hi” and then “Night” “Pass” “East” “Beach” “Castle”. At this point Andy F had an urge
to ask if the spirit name was Robert. The Olivus responded by saying “alright”. This was followed by
“Metal” “Foe” “Saw” ”Marker” “Tree” “Spring” Change” “Gauge” .
Then some members began to sense a cold area near them and Andy G asked “are you making this area
cold for us? The Olivus Three then came out with the word “Laugh” at which point the team laughed.
A Flir 5 was used to detect temperature but could not detect a cold spot
Olivus continued to come out with a string of words such as the name “Jim” and then “General” and
“Water” “Informed”. Whilst the team were talking about the torch experiment that was also taking
place the Olivus came up with “energy”, This was followed by “scent” and “burn” which was also
relevant as the team could smell burning probably as a result of a nearby fireworks display that was
going on.
Then the Olivus came up with “Grandmother” “Descending” and “glance”. Andy F was filming the
session with a camcorder when the Olivus came out with “Video”. The team were then joking about
this comment and were stunned when the Olivus came out with “Joke”
The last few words from this session were “Main” “Records” Harvest” “Run” “Uncle” “Projection”
which the team again felt was a reference to the camcorder which was filming. Then “Entire” and
finally “Business” and “her”.
Downstairs main room where Glenn Miller Music was being played.
Events happened so quick it was not possible to keep times as follows;

Andy G observes a woman in a nurse’s uniform

Katie is overcome by spirit that she has been encouraging

Andy G observes two people dancing to a slow tune

Katie observes a woman with blonde hair

Andy F states he has pins and needles down one side and is cold

Katie picks up a spirit talking to her in her ear
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Then the Glen Miller song “In the Mood” comes on and paranormal activity increases as follows;
 Andy G and Katie commented that the room was suddenly full of people dancing in 1940,s
clothing and Andy G was even invited by a spirit to dance with her. Then the song ended and
the spirits were gone.
Andy G described this as watching a replay on TV that you are part of and then it just went. Later the
experiment was repeated where the song was played again and to the astonishment of people present
including Andy G and Rob from MVPI the recording of these people dancing was played out again.
This is known as a residual haunting or could even be described as a stone tape recording.
Drawing Room
At the end of the evening the team were sat in the dark and Andy F was filming and a large light orb
went past the book shelf
Post Investigation Report
Whilst the team did investigate the stairs and the toilets and other areas of the building which were
active last time LPS visited. Sadly on this occasion the team did not experience any paranormal
activity in this area.
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